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Setting:

Enstone Park overlooks Henderson Lagoon, a tidal, saltwater inlet near Falmouth on the East Coast which
adjoins the Scamander Conservation Area to the east and private conservation reserves to the north and
south. The skyline to the south of Enstone Park homestead features St Patricks Head and an associated
range of hills, with a mosaic of woodlands and pasture at their base reflecting Aboriginal and European
burning patterns of centuries past. With its fringe of mature trees, taller than the house itself, crops such as
poppies and green paddocks for a foreground, eucalypts and more pasture reaching into the background
hills, and St Patricks Head seeming to tower over it from behind, the house simultaneously gives the
impression of a transplanted English nobleman’s country residence as well as the centre of a complex
agricultural cultural landscape.

Description:

The place consists of the Enstone Park homestead with associated plantings and outbuildings among
grassy flats and coastal marshland. The main buildings stand beside Ferntree Glen Creek, with a wide view
of Peat Marsh, Henderson Lagoon, the ocean beyond and the village of Falmouth. The original entrance to
the property from the south-west is still used today, and is lined with recently planted cypresses. A modern
timber stockyard with a loading ramp stands beside it. The entrance road approaches the back of the
homestead. However, when the present Enstone Park house was built in 1867, it was served by a tree-lined
entrance avenue from the old coach road to the north-east, that is, to the front of the house. No sign of this
avenue remains today. The Peat Marsh section of the Enstone Park property, which was farmed as early as
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the 1830s, is now a private conservation reserve adjoining Henderson Lagoon.
The registration includes the main homestead; the archaeological site of the earlier house, Thomson Villa;
the early dairy/cheese room; the workers’ cottage; and the archaeological site of the former flour mill
infrastructure, including the site of the sluice gates and dam near the creek confluence south-east of the
dairy and the cottage. Modern farm buildings including the so- called ‘ram shed’ are of little or no heritage
value.
Enstone Park house (1867) is a two-storey, symmetrical building in an Italianate style characteristic of
other high status residences of the time. The house faces north-east towards the lagoon. It was constructed
of bricks moulded from local clay and fired on the property (McManus 1993, pp.198–99). The eastern wall is
rendered. There are also rendered quoins, a rendered string course and rendered external architraves to the
windows and doors. The hipped roof has large exposed rafter ends supporting wide eaves, and there are two
rendered, corbelled chimneys. The original roof of peppermint gum shingles has been replaced with
corrugated iron sheeting painted red (McManus 1993, p.199). The front rooms on both storeys have
double-hung four-paned windows above pairs of ‘inwardly opening rebated wooden doors’, which originally
gave access to an iron filigree verandah supported on six pillars (ground floor) and an upper balcony or sun
deck with a waist-high railing (first floor). The verandah/balcony was removed during the twentieth century.
The first floor windows are arched, but the ground floor windows are rectangular. The front entrance has a
central panelled door. The arched window above it on the first floor has niches to each side which may have
been intended to hold statues (McManus 1993, p.199). The eastern wall has a central panelled door and the
same arrangements of windows except that there are only two on each level and no rebated wooden doors.
There is a central stained glass window on the first floor. The western wall has three windows on each level,
and the rear, south-western wall has a brick extension to one side.

The ground floor consists of two large lounge rooms divided by an entrance hall. Behind the right-hand
lounge room are a pantry, cool room and kitchen, while on the left a narrow hall serves a dining room and an
office with an exterior door. The staircase to the bedrooms above is also in this part of the building. The
entrance hall has a large fanlight and features fluted timber Corinthian columns. The cool room has a trap
door entrance to the cellar below (McManus 1993, pp.199–202).
The staircase has two stages with a landing illuminated by a stained glass window made by Ferguson, Urie
and Lyon, Melbourne’s earliest stained glass manufacturer, who won two medals at the 1867 Melbourne
Exhibition (Zimmer 1984, pp.90–91). The window has a pattern of acorn motifs ‘dominated by a steel-clad
knight’ and featuring the stylised initials ‘JLS’ (John Leslie Steel) (McManus 1993, pp.201–02).
The first floor consists of two equal-sized bedrooms at the front, separated by a nursery, with three small
bedrooms and a study or fourth small bedroom behind. One of the main bedrooms has a communicating
door with the nursery. Each bedroom has a fireplace. There are also a bathroom and toilet on this floor
(McManus 1993, p.199).
Thomson Villa (1820s) was a split timber, shingle-roofed cottage which stood immediately to the north of
the surviving early dairy/cheese room. In keeping with that building, the western roofline of Thomson Villa
extended almost down to the ground in the form of a low verandah. In 1993 only ‘rudimentary ruins’ of the
original Thomson Villa house remained, the 1840s barn, stable, men’s shed and granaries also having been
demolished. Today only a few stones mark the site, but a cellar is believed to exist below the surface.
Beams from the Thomson Villa Dutch barn may have been redeployed in the weatherboard ‘ram shed’
(McManus 1993, p.80). The footprints of some of the demolished buildings may have been obliterated by
this 1960s shed.

What is now considered to be an early cheese room appears to be the brick dairy with freestone
flagstones and with a verandah on each side described by John Steel in 1858 (John Steel 1858). It has a
stone rubble foundation, red brick walls and a steeply pitched hipped roof of corrugated iron sheeting. The
eaves of the building form a low verandah on each side, with bush poles for uprights. Dilapidated split timber
in-fill and a low corrugated iron sheeting fence enclose parts of this low verandah area. The cheese room has
a paved floor, and a vaulted ceiling of lath and plaster, but there are no interior walls, the bricks merely being
whitewashed on the inside to match the ceiling. Sections of plaster have collapsed. There are four ventilation
holes arranged in a star pattern and a small two-pane window with sandstone lintel and sill in the northern
wall. In the western wall near the timber door are two small windows with sandstone lintel and sandstone
window sills. One window contains vertical wooden slats which may have had gauze wire attached as an
insect screen; the other three panes contain broken glass. There are four ventilation holes arranged in a
rectangle below the window with wooden slats. The door has a sandstone lintel and a sandstone stoop.
There is remnant shelving around the inside of the walls. In the 1930s wooden rails connected the cheese
room with another dairy building, enabling cheese to be pushed in bogies from the latter to the former for
storage. In form the building resembles the historic dairy/cheese room at neighbouring Glencoe
(THR#12019), suggesting that they were based on the same design. The paved floor, ventilation openings
and potential use of gauze wire as an insect screen in models of English dairies and cheese rooms were
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discussed by Loudon (1834, pp.360, 363 and 1164).
The workers’ cottage may have been built on the platform prepared by William Steel in 1834 to receive his
flour mill machinery which was probably never installed (Dawson 1839; McManus 1993, p.50). This is a red
brick building on a stone rubble foundation with three double-hung, six-pane windows, and a gabled roof of
corrugated iron sheeting (the spacing of the studs shows that it was originally shingled). The windows in the
northern and southern elevations have a sandstone window sill and a brick lintel. Above the northern window
is a loft entrance with a brick lintel. The window in the western elevation has a sandstone lintel and was
originally a doorway, the bottom half of the doorway beneath the present window having been bricked up.
The former doorway would have provided symmetry with the existing doorway, that is, there would have been
two equally spaced doorways. The existing doorway has a brick lintel. A former small window opening in the
western elevation which has been bricked up gives another glimpse of the original form of the buildings.
There is a corbelled chimney near the southern end serving a fireplace.
The eastern side of the cottage has a timber skillion addition with its own entrance to the east. This has a
flat corrugated iron roof gradually sloping down from the roofline of the earlier building. A row of six cypress
trees stands along the northern elevation of the building.
Potential archaeological sites: Dawson’s 1839 survey of the property marked a dam, head and tail races,
sluice gates and mill site from the William Steel era (Dawson 1839; McManus 1993, p.50). There are no
visible surface remains of these today. The mill site is now possibly occupied by the workers’ cottage. A
timber, shingle-roofed building, probably a surviving Thomson Villa outbuilding (perhaps another dairy
building or a barn or granary), stood on the edge of the bank immediately east of the old cheese room/dairy
until at least 1960 (McManus 1993, p.249). A building platform and possible remnant foundation stones are
visible there today. The 1948 aerial photo shows two large buildings on the western side of the driveway
opposite the cheese room and cottage. These were possibly the stable and men’s shed from the Thomson
Villa era. This area is now partly occupied by a stockyard but otherwise appears to have remained
undeveloped.
History:

Enstone Park is located within the country of the Oyster Bay nation (Ryan 2012, p.15), being part of a
landscape managed and kept open using fire by Aboriginal people for thousands of years before European
occupation.
In the 1820s Alexander Thomson, an early settler in the Fingal Valley, built a small coastal villa on what was
then unassigned land near St Patricks Head. A medical practitioner, Thomson reputedly used the small
building not only as a ‘retreat’ but as a consulting room , making him the first doctor to practise on the East
Coast (McManus 1993, p.4). At the time, this was a remote part of the colony. No land had been selected
there in March 1829 when the editor of the Cornwall Press and Commercial Advertiser described the
‘considerable extent of good land, well-watered, and eligible for farms … rich meadow land, connected here
and there by small ponds or rushy lagoons’ near St Patricks Head (‘Hobart Town’ 1829, p.4).
William Steel’s ill-fated flour milling venture
In March 1830 William Steel of Chipping Norton, Oxfordshire, England, was located 2410 acres at
Henderson Lagoon, including the land on which Thomson had built his villa . Steel adopted the villa as his
original homestead and called the property Thomsonville (aka Thompsonville, Thomson’s Villa and Thomson
Villa), after his predecessor. He decided to build a flour mill on the property. Ambitiously, in 1834 he
chartered a vessel to transport the equipment, making the first attempt by a European to cross the bar at
the entrance to Georges River. The ship ran aground on the bar and Steel and two others drowned, including
Dunn, his miller (editorial, Hobart Town Courier, 12 September 1834, p.2). Some machinery was probably
salvaged from the vessel.

William Steel’s heir was his nephew Michael Steel, then a minor. Located land had to be occupied and
improved over a period of five years, so in order to prevent the land reverting to the Crown and to gain title
William Steel’s sister and Michael’s mother, Jane Cook needed to keep it in use. As a result, from 1841 to
1849 when Michael Steel turned 25 and came of age, Thomson Villa was leased to Henry Cowell, a migrant
from Kent (‘PWS’ 1935).
Dairy produce for convict road parties
In the period 1836–48 convict parties built roads in the Falmouth area, including the St Marys Pass link
between Falmouth and St Marys. Government operations of this kind presented commercial opportunities to
settlers who competed to provision them.

Dairying in Tasmania is usually associated with late-nineteenth and twentieth-century farmers who selected
land under the provisions of the Waste Lands Acts and Crown Lands Acts in the far north-east or in the
north-west. However, dairy products were needed right from the advent of European settlement, and in the St
Marys region local demand and natural conditions prompted the adoption of dairying on mixed farms
selected primarily for wool-growing. In an era before refrigeration was available, a relatively remote place like
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Falmouth needed to be able to produce its own milk and butter because it was difficult to transport . The
development of dairying in the St Marys area can be put down to suitable open grasslands, local demand for
dairy produce and cool nights which helped to keep such produce without refrigeration (Cassidy 1995,
p.165).Henry Cowell and his neighbour Archibald McIntyre are said to have embarked on or extended
dairying enterprises in response to the establishment of the Falmouth Probation Station (1843–46)
(McManus 1993, pp.54–55; Ryland 2003). An inventory of Thomson Villa in 1848 suggested a
well-developed farm, listing a timber dwelling house, including dairy and cellar; a timber barn; two granaries;
a Dutch barn; a six-stall stable; a cow shed; a blacksmith’s and carpenter’s shop; a fowl house; a cart
shed; three pig sties; a men’s cottage; 150 acres laid down in grapes and under cultivation; and 2709 rods
(that is, 13.6 km) of fencing (McManus 1993, p.78). The keeping of pigs is consistent with a dairying
operation, the pigs typically being fed skim milk from the dairy.
Some of William Steel’s salvaged milling machinery was redeployed in the dairying operation by the time his
nephew Michael Steel took over the property from Cowell. Since milk kept for only 24 hours without
refrigeration, Michael Steel turned to cheese making all year round in order to have marketable produce
(Michael Steel to Joseph Steel, 1855).
Michael Steel introduces tenant farmers
In the post-transportation era, when convict labour was no longer available, many landowners engaged
tenant farmers—often ex-convicts or immigrant farm labourers—as a way to continue development of their
property while keeping it viable. Michael Steel initially engaged German farming families, assisted
immigrants who had arrived on the ship America, including the property’s future chief drover Philip Lohrey ;
Henry Lohrey junior; the Haas, Becker and Rubenach families; John Strochnetter and family, who occupied
Peat Marsh; and the Nicoli and Zanglein (Singline) families. They had ten acres each, and in addition had to
work for Steel as required (McManus 1993, pp.101 and 123). Other tenants included Charles Slatter, a
specialist dairyman brought out from Oxfordshire, Scotsmen Colin McPherson and John Nesbit (McManus
1993, pp.114 and 153), and an ex- convict named William ‘Yorkie’ Binns (c1820–81), who had passed
through the probation system, reaching the stage where he could work for Henry Cowell at Thomson Villa
before attaining a conditional pardon in 1852 (conduct record, CON33/1/53, image 56). He became a tenant
on the property at Peat Marsh, married Regina Strochnetter (1839–1923), a German tenant farmer’s
daughter, and saved enough money to buy 100 acres of Henry Cowell’s property adjoining Thomson Villa in
order to secure his family’s financial independence (McManus 1993, pp.164–66, 196–97).

In 1864 Thomson Villa passed to a third member of the Steel family, when Michael Steel leased it to his
younger brother John Steel for 21 years, the latter being so taken by the property that he resolved to end his
days there. Alexander Thomson’s timber villa had been enlarged. It was now ‘very comfortable … but …
old-fashioned looking’, being accompanied by a brick dairy paved with freestone and with a verandah on
each side (John Steel 1858). John Steel purchased all the stock (milking cows, working bullocks, fattening
steers, heifers, yearling females, two-year-old steers, calves, horses, foals, full-mouth ewes, two- and
four-tooth ewes and lambs) and farm machinery. Benefiting from the fine herbage on the property, for years
his fat beef cattle were driven to Hobart and marketed there as being from ‘the famous herds’ or ‘the
celebrated grasses’ of John Steel, Thomson Villa (‘Commercial intelligence’, 1873; advert, 1874).
Building the present Enstone Park house
The present Enstone Park house was built in 1867 when the property was still known as Thomson Villa.
Built for John Steel, it was designed by Launceston architect Peter Mills ( ‘HTD’ 1868). He and Harry
Conway were ‘the leading designers of Launceston buildings in the era after Clayton’ and the ‘transformer [s]
of Victorian Launceston’ (Ratcliff 2015, pp.1050 and 1061). The house’s grand appearance expressed Steel’
s prosperity and social standing. It bears a striking resemblance to another Peter Mills design, that of
Struan House (the Supreme Court Building, THR#3493) in Launceston (1870–71), which also features
Ferguson, Urie and Lyon stained glass and originally had a very similar balcony arrangement . Mills’ use of
internal Corinthian columns recalled his design for John Crookes’ Mount Pleasant (THR#4440) and
anticipated his use of them in Struan House. Enstone Park’s original long entrance approach lined with
deciduous trees through paddocks stocked with deer (McManus 1993, p.202) must have given the
impression of an English nobleman’s manor house, while Ferguson and Urie (without Lyon) secular stained
glass windows like the one at Enstone Park became a feature of some of Melbourne’s best mansions
(Zimmer 1984, p.94). Governor Frederick Aloysius Weld and party slept at the house during his
north-eastern tour in 1879 (‘His Excellency’s tour in the north-east’ 1879).

After the St Marys Railway opened in 1886, John Steel gave up fattening beef cattle and reverted to dairying,
milking 100 cows (McManus 1993, p.247). St Marys was known as the centre of Tasmanian cheese
production during the second half of the nineteenth century. Cheese making was extremely hard, daily work,
but cheese had the advantage of keeping without refrigeration (Cassidy 1995, pp.7 and 39). In 1888 Steel
was using horse power to work a De Laval cream separator and large barrel churns, turning out 350 to 400
lbs of butter per week (‘Falmouth’ 1888). In 1894 the Tasmanian Dairy Company established a cooperative
creamery at St Marys, which contributed cream to the main factory in Launceston. However, it proved to be
too far from Launceston to supply cream before it curdled, and by 1897 it was converted into a cheese
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factory which operated into World War One (1914–18). The Wardlaws at Glencoe apparently preferred to
consign their cream and bacon to Murdoch’s in Hobart via the railhead at St Marys (McManus 1993,
pp.259–60). After this time, Falmouth farmers like those at Glencoe and Enstone Park reverted to farmstead
cheese production (Cassidy 1995, p.169).
Leslie Steel and Enstone Park
After the death of John and Michael Steel, Thomson Villa was sold to John’s son Leslie Steel, who changed
the name of the latter to Enstone Park (McManus 1993, pp.279–81). The homestead’s verandah/balcony
was still in place in the 1920s (McManus 1993, p.297) but gone by the 1950s (McManus 1993, p.361). The
advent of electricity enabled modernisation. In the 1930s wooden rail tracks connected the dairy (now gone)
and the cheese room, ‘along which the large vats of fresh milk were wheeled twice daily. Electric motors …
were used to turn the stirring paddles …’ (McManus 1993, p.340). A second St Marys Cheese Factory
operated in the years c1938–70, during which time bigger operators came to dominate dairying and some St
Marys district farmers gave it up (Cassidy 1995, p.171). Regular dairying at Enstone Park ceased in 1948,
although in the 1950s Leslie Steel allowed his stockman Jack Bingley to machine milk twelve cows in the
antiquated milking shed (McManus 1993, pp.357–58). Leslie Steel reached the age of 102, dying in 1968
(McManus 1993, p.383).

In 1969 Enstone Park was put up for auction, but when bidding failed to reach reserve price, it was divided
into two lots of 900 acres of beachfront at the Scamander end of Steels Beach, and 3100 acres of farmland
which were bought by Pat Wardlaw (McManus 1993, pp.383–85). The beachfront blocks were bought by
Sydney developers and subdivided further into nineteen fifty-acre blocks. Dairying ceased altogether at
Falmouth by the 1970s (McManus 1993, p.389), and in 1993 the Glencoe–Enstone Park complex was a
Spanish Merino stud (McManus 1993, p.385). The ‘ram shed’ from the Wardlaw days with its stockyards
remains.
Comparative analysis
Nineteenth-century cheese rooms/dairies
Enstone Park has a rare, intact example of a mid-nineteenth-century dairy/cheese room. It was not a
milking shed. In an era when dairy herds were small and cream separators had not yet been invented, cows
were routinely milked in the field and pans of milk were left to set on benches in a dairy building as part of
the process of creating cream, butter and cheese. In the pre-refrigeration days, the most important thing
was to keep the milk cool so that it didn’t curdle. The early dairy/cheese room at Enstone Park has a
particular design which reflects the desire to keep the contents of the buildings cool: a steeply-pitched hip
roof with eaves extending almost to the ground, creating a four-sided verandah (McManus 1993, p.153).
Cassidy credits John Steel’s Scottish dairyman Charles Slatter with devising ‘a useful ventilation system for
his brick cheese and butter storage room’ (Cassidy 1995, p.167), presumably referring to the ventilation
holes in the bricks which also would have helped to cool the interior. Verandahs, louvred shutters and roof
vents were used in early Van Diemen’s Land buildings to deal with hot weather (Ratcliff 2015, vol.1, p.100).
In the old Enstone Park cheese room maturing cheeses would have been arranged on benches or shelves
around the walls.

The Enstone Park dairy/cheese room has similar design features to the dairy/cheese room which is of a
similar era at neighbouring Glencoe (THR#12019), although the latter lacks the extended eaves. The
restored dairy at Killymoon (THR#604) is also from a similar period, and in 1867 at least Killymoon had a
‘famous’ commercial dairying operation, selling butter in Hobart (advert 1867). The Killymoon dairy is very
similar in form to the Enstone Park building, being a small rectangular brick building with a steeply pitched
hipped roof, centrally placed door and a vaulted lath and plaster ceiling. It is unknown whether it originally
had extended eaves and verandah on all four sides of the building.
A mid-nineteenth-century rendered stone cream setting room which survives at Old Wesley Dale
(THR#4764) features horizontal wooden shutters (Cassidy, pp.187 and 216), a similar ventilation device to
the building at Enstone Park. This appears to be the same dairy building described by Theophilus Jones in
1883 as being ‘large and cool, with cement floor, centre and side benches … [with] perfect ventilation though
perforated blinds’ (Jones 1883).
Most surviving early Tasmanian dairy buildings are from a later period , following the invention of
milk-separation equipment. By 1885 the mechanical milk separator which skimmed off the cream had ended
the time-consuming process of setting milk in pans (Cassidy 1995, p.10). Later dairy buildings did not place
the same emphasis on keeping milk products cool for long periods. Lade’s cheese room at Ripple,
(THR#729) for example, was used 1893–1914 (Cassidy 1995, p.106) but today only its shelves recall its
original purpose. Lade’s cheese room is also a timber addition to the main house rather than a standalone
building, and it bears none of the cooling features of the earlier cheese rooms at Glencoe and Enstone Park
such as the steeply pitched, low-slung roof and ventilation holes. The timber cheese factories from this later
period which survive on farms are simple gabled buildings with few outward distinguishing characteristics.
Ferguson and Urie/Ferguson, Urie and Lyon stained glass
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Enstone Park homestead has a rare private example of a Ferguson and Urie/Ferguson, Urie and Lyon
stained glass window. This company, Melbourne’s earliest stained glass manufacturer, produced stained
glass windows for several Tasmanian churches in the second half of the nineteenth century , including St
John’s Anglican Church at Ross (THR#12013), St John’s Anglican Church in Launceston (THR#4612), St
Matthew’s Anglican Church at New Norfolk (THR#1212) and All Saints Anglican Church at South Hobart
(THR#91), but the only other known examples of their work in Tasmanian private residences are at Mona
Vale (THR#5266), Rouseville/Bellona (THR#3104) and Struan House (THR#3493)(Ferguson and Urie
website).
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Statement of
Significance:
(non-statutory
summary)

Enstone Park demonstrates aspects of early pastoralism and agriculture in colonial Van Diemen’s
Land, including the granting of the savannah woodlands to men considered respectable wool-growers as
part of Lieutenant-Governor Arthur's convict assignment system; the economic significance of convict
labour; the development of the dairy industry in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries; and labour force
changes on major rural properties. The mid-nineteenth-century dairy/cheese room and the Ferguson,
Urie and Lyon stained glass window are rare examples of their kind in Tasmania . The property has a
special association with Peter Mills, architect of Enstone Park house (1867).

Significance:

The Heritage Council may enter a place in the Heritage Register if it meets one or more of the following criteria from the
Historic Cultural Heritage Act 1995:
a)

The place is important to the course or pattern of Tasmania’s history.

Enstone Park demonstrates the granting of savannah woodlands to ‘respectable’ wool -growers as bastions of the
convict assignment system; the economic significance of convict labour in Van Diemen’s Land ; and the development
of the dairy industry during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. The historic farming complex is now only partially
intact, consisting of a mid-nineteenth-century homestead, the archaeological site of the earliest (c.1830) homestead
and an historic dairy/cheese room, but the agricultural setting remains much as it was, with open paddocks
extending back to the hills. The farming complex commands a cultural landscape shaped by Aboriginal burning
practices and the continuation of these as part of European agricultural and pastoral practices. Thousands of years of
Aboriginal land management and almost 200 years of European land management are imprinted on the landscape in
the form of fire-managed grasslands and paddocks.
b)

The place possesses uncommon or rare aspects of Tasmania’s history.

Enstone Park has a rare, intact example of a mid-nineteenth-century dairy/cheese room, with design features
(steeply-pitched roof with extended eaves, wide verandah, and ventilation holes) intended to keep the interior cool.
Only a few dairy buildings remain in Tasmania from this pre -milk-separation era when such features were needed to
try to keep milk from curdling during the slow settling process.
Enstone Park homestead has a rare private example in Tasmania of a Ferguson and Urie /Ferguson, Urie and Lyon
stained glass window.
c)

The place has the potential to yield information that will contribute to an understanding of Tasmania’s
history.

Enstone Park is likely to include surface and subsurface remains and deposits associated with the construction and
occupation of the former Thomson Villa, as well as Enstone Park itself. Anticipated archaeological evidence includes
a wide range of agricultural and domestic outbuildings, structural remains associated with flour milling (including a mill
race and sluice gate system), workers’ cottages, lime kilns and other farm infrastructure that may have the potential
to yield information about the structure, spatial configuration and functioning of a nineteenth-century mixed farm. The
area around the site of the original homestead, Thomson Villa, is of particular interest, because of its early occupation
period, even pre-dating William Steel’s efforts to establish himself in the early 1830s.
d)

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics of a class of place in Tasmania’s
history.

No Data Recorded
e)

The place is important in demonstrating a high degree of creative or technical achievement.

No Data Recorded
f)

The place has a strong or special association with a particular community or cultural group for social or
spiritual reasons.

No Data Recorded

Tuesday, July 6, 2021
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g)

The place has a special association with the life or works of a person, or group of persons, of importance in
Tasmania’s history.

Enstone Park has a special association with Peter Mills (c1828–86), architect of the main house (1867). After
emigrating to Tasmania in 1857, the London-born architect designed many prominent northern buildings, including
Struan House (the Supreme Court Building, THR#3493), Mount Pleasant (THR#4440), the commercial building at 45
Cameron Street (THR#4254) and Joseph’s Corner (THR#3889), all in Launceston, the Perth School House
(THR#5214) and the Longford Municipal Hall (THR#5164). Mills and Harry Conway were ‘the leading designers of
Launceston buildings in the era after Clayton’ and the ‘transformer [s] of Victorian Launceston’ (Ratcliff 2015, pp.1050
and 1061).
h)

The place is important in exhibiting particular aesthetic characteristics.

No Data Recorded
PLEASE NOTE

Tuesday, July 6, 2021

This data sheet is intended to provide sufficient information and justification for listing the place on the
Heritage Register. Under the legislation, only one of the criteria needs to be met. The data sheet is not
intended to be a comprehensive inventory of the heritage values of the place, there may be other heritage
values of interest to the Heritage Council not currently acknowledged.
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Note

1. Lot 1 represents the registered boundary for 'Enstone Park', #12023
on the Tasmanian Heritage Register.
2. Lot 1 represents part of FRs 141662/3 and 168326/1, the
boundary of which is marked by a thick black line and described below.
3. Lot 1 includes standing features and archaeological potential, as
described in the datasheet for THR#12023.
4. All boundaries are cadastral boundaries unless otherwise described,
details of land parcels may be accessed through the Land Information
System Tasmania (the LIST).
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A. Intersection of post and wire fence and north-east
boundary of FR 141662/3.
B. Intersection of post and wire fence and south-west
boundary of FR 141662/3.
C. Intersection of two post and wire fences.
A-B-C is a post and wire fence.
D. Intersection of post and wire fence with post and
rail fence
C-D is a post and wire fence.
E. Intersection of post and wire fence with post and
rail fence, located at the south-east corner of the
dairy building.
D-E is a section of post and rail fences and gates.
F. Corner post of post and wire fence.
E-F is a post and wire fence.
G. Intersection of near bank of Ferntree Glen Creek
and 5403400N.
F-G is a straight line.
H. South-east coner of FR 141662/3.
G-H is the near bank of the Ferntree Glen Creek.
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Note

The features identified below are described in the accompanying
datasheet for THR12023.
All features are located within the boundary defined as LOT 1 on
the previous page.
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